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ABTRACT SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Use the following guidelines and instructions to ensure that your abstract is entered correctly:

1.

Abstract Title

2.

Author: Provide your full name, academic degree(s), institution, address, and email
address.

3.

Abstract Body
The body of your abstract should describe the background, methods, results, and
conclusions of your research. Do not exceed 2,000 characters (approximately 300 to
350 words). Please use formatted Microsoft Word, using size 12 Times New Roman
font. The text should be and single-spaced.

4.

Conference Themes: Select the most appropriate theme for the abstract (see below).
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Conference Themes
1. History of vulcanological studies.
2. Humboldt´s influence in earth sciences.
3. Werner´s Neptunist in America.
4. History of mining and oil research.
5. General contributions on the history of Geology

One Sample Abstract:
Overview of the History Economic Geology of Mexico, 19th Century
Dr. Pedro García-López
National School of Anthropology and History
Avenida Antonio Mazo, Copilco, CP 04510, Mexico City
pedrogarcia@gmail.com
In recent years, in different parts of the world, new forms of tourism have appeared. The low
impact generated by activities such as the observation of nature, the appreciation of specific
landscapes and knowledge of natural or cultural scenarios from walks or bicycle rides, among
others, are tourist variants friendly to the environment. This paper presents the most
important findings of a study in the field of Tourism Geography in Mexico that examines
how the region of Costa Chica de Guerrero (the coastal region east of Acapulco) is inserted
into this concert of needs and new tourist demands, from the existence of unique tourism
products, such as the presence of a coast cut by a significant number of rivers that serve as
habitat to a biodiverse flora and fauna and the coexistence of indigenous groups (Amuzgos,
Mixtecs) with Afro-Latin Americans which has resulted in the construction of a particular
social and economic landscape.
Conference theme: 5. General contributions on the History of Geology
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